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Newest Irish pub in W-S is charming site for St. Patty's
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OK, so the Triad's not Savannah, Ga., where 400,000 people stop what they're doing every March 17 to celebrate St. Patrick's

Day, drinking many thousands of gallons of green beer and gobbling green grits as well. All this, and Savannah still manages

to stage what is touted as the nation's second-largest St. Patrick's Day Parade.

Even so, the Triad is well equipped to celebrate its Irish heritage, with at least half-a-dozen Irish pubs. Finnegan's Wake in

Winston-Salem being the latest, and to my taste, the greatest. And, yes, I say this knowing full well that The Celtic Cafe in

Winston and McCoul's in Greensboro o er some pretty sti  competition. Still, Finnegan's Wake, which has quickly become the

hottest and most crowded addition to the Twin City's vibrant downtown scene, is my kind of Irish pub.

So what's the big deal? For starters, despite being named after the last book penned by James Joyce, arguably the 20th

century's greatest novelist, Finnegan's Wake isn't a self-conscious or pretentious sort of place. As a visiting friend observed,

"This is just a great place to tip a pint or two."

Yes, Finnegan's has some Gaelic lettering here and there and lots of green paint has been splashed about, but the Irish

touches are more whimsical than sentimental, such as the mural of toucans with glasses of stout precariously balanced upon

their beaks from the iconic Guinness ad campaign.

Still, what really impressed us was the serious commitment this place has made to ale and stout.

Given the upcoming holiday, a little explanation of these terms may be in order: Lager is a European invention, and a noble

one. The resulting beers are smooth and subtle. Budweiser is the best example of how a lager -- light, bright and bubbly --

is everything an ale isn't.

Ale, of which Finnegan's Wake o ers a half dozen on draft, are more complex and robust in taste than lagers. In fact, they're

anything but subtle.

Let's take the bottle of Rogue Dead Guy Ale ($3.75) I got things going with. Brewed in Oregon, it pounces on your taste buds

like a dog going after a rabbit. Its robust hops, syrupy malt and high percentage of alcohol are characteristic of a hearty ale.

You might drink a smooth lager to relax after a long, hard day. But you drink a Hobgoblin Dark English Ale or a Belgian Orval,

brewed by Trappist monks, when you want a little more excitement in your life. Whoever the bonny lass or lad was who drew

up the beer list at Finnegan's Wake loves ales and stouts, and knows what to do with them.

Ah, yes, stout, as in strong, proud and brave. With notable exceptions, though, stout is not particularly strong. Guinness is 4

percent, compared to scads of lagers that weigh in at 5 percent, and ales -- especially India pale ales -- that begin at around

6 percent and go on up.

But lots of pubs have Guinness and locally brewed Highland Porter; how many have Old Rasputin Imperial Stout ($5.50 a pint

on draft, black as co ee and with chocolate notes and an alcohol content over 9 percent. And how many feature specialty

pours like black-and-tan, where the bartender adds lighter Smithwick's ale or Murphy's Red or Harp atop a half pour of

Guinness ($4.50)? "This place rocks," my friend said as he tried to decide whether to get a Tommyknocker or a local Foothills.

"Can we eat?" my wife wondered.

That's when we looked at the menu and realized we were ravenous, and in the right place. My friend and I split an appetizer

of mussels cooked with butter, white wine and loads of garlic ($7.50), which proved to be a perfect and delicious compliment

to our highly flavored beverages.

My wife resisted my suggestion that she order a scotch egg, saying she was not in the mood for a hard-boiled egg coated in

sausage and fried. Instead, she chose the salad of poached pears, split and filled with cream cheese spiked with Cashel blue

cheese ($6). She was not disappointed.

"I'm not a salad lover, but this is so good it leaves me wanting more," she said, adding that it went perfectly with her pour of

ginger ale.

Impressed by my wife's salad, I ordered the rasher salad ($7) which had a "heaping portion" of Irish bacon and braised

apples. I am a salad lover, and this was definitely my kind of fare -- lean, crunchy bacon balancing the sweet apples on a bed

of romaine with just a hint of vinegar and oil.

My friend was in a meat-and-potatoes mood. The house-brined corned beef ($15) with cabbage and mashed potatoes suited

him except for the mashed part. Fingerling potatoes were substituted and he was pleased with the results, especially the

corned beef, which he said was neither fat nor stringy, but a satisfying, hearty cut of meat -- as good a corned beef brisket

as he'd ever had.



My wife ordered the fried cod, thinking she'd get the usual pre-portioned, heavily battered fish and chips most pubs have.

She was delighted when two golden fillets, fried to crunchy perfection, came out and she had to use her fork to defend them

against our poaching.

Though stu ed, we couldn't resist a $2 serving of Bailey's Irish cheesecake, and were glad we tried it. My friend and I were

considering whether to try a couple of the single-malt Scotches when my wife pointed out that Scotch Whiskey is hardly an

Irish drink. "So what," I pointed out. "St. Patrick was a Briton."

Taste of the Triad

Finnegan's Wake Irish Pub & Kitchen

Address: 620 N. Trade St., Winston- Salem 27101

Phone: (336) 723-0322

Hours: Lunch and dinner

Appetizers: $4.50-9

Soups and salads: $3-11

Sandwiches: $7.50-8.50

Entrees: $13-20

Service: **

Food: ***

Variety:***

Conducting business: *

Taste of the Triad is written by a local food critic who, in order to avoid special treatment, prefers to write anonymously.
Send comments and suggestions to tasteofthetriad@gmail.com
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